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ABSTRACT
Solar energeticparticleeventsobservedin space have
differentpropertiesdependingon the class of asso-
ciatedflare. Impulsiveflares,whichoccurlow in the
coronain regionsof highenergydensity,areassociated
with particleeventswhicharedeficientin protons.
These events are rarelyassociatedwith coronalmass
ejectionsand interplanetaryshocks.Thevastmajority
of large, highenergyprotoneventsareassociatedwith
longdurationflares,manyof whicharealsoassociated
with fastcoronalmassejectionsandstronginterplane-
taryshocks.Suchflareeventsoriginaterelativelyhigh
in the corona.

1. Introduction. Recently it has been pointedout from two
different viewpoints that theremay be more than one class of
interplanetarysolarenergeticparticle (SEP)event.In the first
study [1] it was foundthat therewere SEP events which showed
high abundancesof electronsrelativeto protonsat energiesnear
35 MeV and whichwere well correlatedwith gamma ray events.
Previously it had been foundthat therewas a poor relationship
betweenparticlefluxesinferredfrom gammaray observations and
fluxes measured in space [2,3]. In anotherstudy [4] a few
examples of SEP eventswere foundwhichwere not associatedwith
coronal mass ejections(CMEs).In this work it was noted that
theserare eventswere associatedwith impulsiveflares. It had
been previouslyestablishedthat the flaresassociatedwith CMEs
and interplanetaryshocks !andby inferrenceSEPs) [5,6,7,8]tend
to be predominatelyof a dlfferentclass,namely 'longduration'.
A study in 1977 [9] showedthat impulsive and long duration
flares,as observedin soft X-rays,occurredin differentregions
of the corona. Long durationflaresoccurhigherin the corona
than impulsiveflares.

\

We have made a studyof SEP events_nd find that there are
two classes.Alt_oughin one classthe eventstend to be 'proton
poor'and are not, in general, associatedwith CMEs,the impor-
tant distinguishingfeatureis theirassociationwith impulsive
flares.

2. The Data. We have used data from GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
detectors on IMP-8and ISEE-3to assemblea list of solar flare
events which produced relativisticelectrons (>3 MeV) above
approximately 5x10-4 electrons/(cm2.ster.sec.MeV)during the
interval September 1978 to December1983. Only events with a
confident sourceassociationwere included. For the majorityof
the events, this meantthat therewere H-alpha, soft X-ray and
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ABSTRAcr 
Solar energetic particle events observed in space have 
different properties depending on the class of asso
ciated flare • Impulsive flares, which occur low in the 
corona in regions of high energy density, are associated 
with particle events which are deficient in protons. 
These events are rarely associated with coronal mass 
ejections and interplanetary shocks. The vast majority 
of large, high energy proton events are associated with 
long duration flares, many of which are also associated 
with fast coronal mass ejections and strong interplane
tary shocks. Such flare events originate relatively high 
in the corona. 

1. Introduction. Recently it has been pointed out from two 
different viewpoints that there may be more than one class of 
interplanetary solar energetic particle (SEP) event. In the first 
study [ 1] it was found that there were SEP events which showed 
high abundances of electrons relative to protons at energies near 
35 MeV and which were well correlated with gamma ray events. 
Previously it had been found that there was a poor relationship 
between particle fluxes inferred from gamma, ray observations and 
fluxes measured in space [2,3]. In another study [4] a few 
examples of SEP events were found which were not associated with 
coronal mass ejections(CMEs). In this work it was noted that 
these rare events were associated with impulsive flares. It had 
been previously established that the flares associated with CMEs 
and interplanetary shocks (and by inferrence SEPs) [ 5, 6,7 , 8] tend 
to be predominately of a different class, namely 'long duration'. 
A study in 1977 [9] showed that impulsive and long duration 
flares, as observed in soft X-rays, occurred in different regions 
of the corona. Long duration flares occur higher in the corona 
than impUlsive flares. 

We have made a study of SEP events ~d find that there are 
two classes. Altrough in one class the events tend to be 'proton 
poor' and are not, in general, associated with CMEs, the impor
tant distinguishing feature is their association with impulsive 
flares. 

2. The Data. We have used data from Goddard Space Flight Center 
detectors on IMP-8 and ISEE-3 to assemble a list of solar flare 
events which produced relativistic electrons (>3 MeV) above 
approximately 5xlO-4 electrons/(cm2.ster.sec.MeV) during the 
interval September 1978 to December 1983. Only events with a 
confident source association were included. For the majority of 
the events, this meant that there were H-alpha, soft X-ray and 
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metricradiophenomenathat occurredat the same time.The events
were dividedinto two classesdependingon the durationsof the
associated(1-8A) soft X-rayevents.

We term "longduration"thoseparticle events associated
with soft X-ray flareswhich lastedfor more than 1 hour at
greater than 10% of the peak intensity. "Impulsiveevents"were
associatedwith X-rayflareswith a durationof less than 1 hour
at greaterthan 10% of the peak intensity. Four further events
without X-ray observationswere includedin this group on the
basis of the shortdurationof the associatedH-alpha activity.

It is importantto note
that the terminology

LONG DURATION FLARE IMPULSIVE FLARE "impulsive" and "long
Ha LONGITUDE W87• Ha LONGITUDE W74° duration" refers to the
,_ , , , , , , , , soft X-rayprofiles and

ELECTRONS not to the particle time
022MeV histories. However, the101

SEP events associated
with impulsiveflaresdo

'_ tend to have short dura-
, , tions relative to

, 'normal'protoneventsaslo '.

,,° ", can be seen in Figure1.

/I 0 , I I I I [ I [ I> , . . , , , , , The 73 eventsof our
PROTONS study are listed else-

_,oZ 30-45MeV where [i0]alongwith a
o more detaileddescription

= ":°, of the selection
,0. '- _ criteria. There are two

× _ , ' lists corresponding to
,0, the two classes. The

" informationprovided istJ _

] as follows; a) flarelz: I I I I l I I t

_<_' ........ timimgand location,soft
PROTONS X-ray intensityand dura-
l32-241MeV tion; b) timings and

,0 intensitiesof associated
metric bursts of Types

,o III, II and IV; c)
averagespeedto earthof

,0 . any associated inter-
,_ ,; ,, planetary shock; d)

' electron onsetand peak
...I I , h l , l I I I

,o,, _ AR _' = _, ...... fluxes in two energyM CH1981 JUNE19S0 bands (-I and I0 MeV);
e) peak proton fluxes

Fig.1 Protonandelectronfluxesas a
functionof timefor three events.
Thereweretwoeventson June07, 1980
but they are unresolvedin these
figures.
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The 73 events of our 
study are listed else
where [10] along with a 
more detailed description 
of the selection 
criteria. There are two 
lists corresponding to 
the two classes. The 
information provided is 
as follows; a) flare 
timimg and location, soft 
X-ray intensity and dura
tion; b) timings and 
intensities of associated 
metric bursts of Types 
III, II and IV; c) 
average speed to earth of 
any associated inter
planetary shock: d) 

" 

10 • 24 25 26 27 28 295 

MARCH 1981 
7 • 

JUNE 1980 

I 

I 
electron onset and peak 

'0 fluxes in two energy 
bands (-1 and 10 MeV); 
e) peak proton fluxes 

Fig.l Proton and electron fluxes as a 
function of time for three events. 
There were two events on June 07, 1980 
but they are unresolved in these 
figures. 
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in two bands (-10and 60 MeV), f) the ratioof the high energy
electron flux to the low energyp.rotonflux; and g) approximate
electron and protonspectralindzcesbased on the ratiosof the
high to low energyfluxesof each specie.

! i i I I I

12 LONG DURATION

-1>_ Figure 2 shows event
size distributionsfor

__ electrons (4-19 MeV)] and protons(9-23MeV)
z PROTONSL-- for both long duration

I and impulsive events.-- Whereas both classes
J have similarelectron

10 4 10 3 10-2 10=1 100 101 102 103

MAXIMUM PARTICLE FLUX PER (cm2-sec-ster-MeV) events, proton events
with peak fluxes above

i , , , , , , i/(cm2-sec-ster-MeV)occur onlywith long
,4 IMPULSIVE durationflares.Addi-
,2 tionally high energy

z_ proton events occur
_0 only rarely with
8 impulsiveflares. The

particle fluxes sho_,
6 that the impulsiveD

z 4 events are 'proton
poor'.

2

i i
10 4 10 3 10 2 10 1 100 101 102 t03

MAXIMUM PARTICLE FLUX PER (cm2-sec-ster-MeV)

The key to understandingour resultsis in the metric radio
bursts. We find that the impulsiveflareeventsof our study
produced strong Type III bursts, the majority(77%) including
Type V continuum. Converselythe Type III/Vburstoccurred with
only 15% of the long durationflares. Type II bursts occurred
about equally (-80%)for both classes. Type IV occurred more
frequently with long durationflares (72%)than with impulsive
flares (23%).

3. Discussion. Our results, and otherrecentresults, require
modificationsto many long held ideasaboutparticleacceleration
in flares, in particularto the ideasaboutthe two phases. It
was originallyproposed[11]that in the firstphase only non-
relativistic electronswere accelerated. Observationsof gamma-
rays and the associationof a classof proton and relativistic
electron events with strongType III burstsshow that this is
incorrect. Acceleration at coronalshockswas assumednecessary
for the productionof protonsand high energy electrons. Since
Type II bursts (the signatures of shocks) always follow
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Figure 2 shows event 
size distributions for 
electrons (4-19 MeV) 
and protons (9-23 MeV) 
for both long duration 
and impulsive events. 
Whereas both classes 
have similar electron 
events, proton events 
with peak fluxes above 
l/(cm2-sec-ster-MeV) 
occur only with long 
duration flares. Addi
tionally high energy 
proton events occur 

I only rarely with 
impulsive flares. The 

'particle fluxes sholof 

'that the impulsive 
events are 'proton 
poor' • 

The key to understanding our results is in the metric radio 
bursts. We find that the impulsive flare events of our study 
produced strong Type III bursts, the majority (77%) including 
Type V continuum. conversely the Type III/V burst occurred with 
only 15% of the long duration flares. Type II bursts occurred 
about equally (-80%) for both classes. Type IV occurred more 
frequently with long duration flares (72%) than with impulsive 
flares (23%). 

3. Discussion. our results, and other recent results, require 
modifications to many long held ideas about particle acceleration 
in flares, in particular to the ideas about the two phases. It 
was originally proposed [11] that in the first phase only non
relativistic electrons were accelerated. Observations of gamma
rays and the association of a class of proton and relativistic 
electron events with strong Type III bursts show that this is 
incorrect. Acceleration at coronal shocks was assumed necess~ry 
for the production of protons and high energy electrons. Since 
Type II bursts (the signatures of shocks) always follow 
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associated Type III burstsit was assumedthat the first phase
was necessary for the generationof shocksand the subsequent
secondphase acceleration.We find that there is a good correla-
tion betweenhigh energyprotoneventsand Type II and Type IV
bursts but note that some eventsare not precededby Type III
bursts. Proton events with weak impulsive phases have been
discussed before [12]. We believethat the relationshipbetween
the two phases is the following:A shock can form as a
consequenceof the initialimpulsiveenergyreleasein energetic
solar events At essentiallythe same time beamsof high energy
particles can be createdbut the probabilityis greatestlow in
the corona. When the coronalshockstrengthens(relativelyhigh
in the corona) it can acceleratehigh energy particles which
escapeto the interplanetarymedium.In this scenariothere is no
relationshipbetweenthe intensityof the firstphase and that of
the second. However in very 'big'flaresboth phases will be
strong.

4. Conclusions, Our resultssuggestthat energyreleases that
take place high in the coronaare most likelyto be associated
with a CME and the particlesobserved in space may include
substantialfluxesof both electronsand protons.Energyreleases
in the low coronaoccurrapidlyand are most likelyto produce
fluxes,of particles that in the interplanetarymedium are
deficientin protons.

5. Acknowledqements. This work was supportedin part by NASA
grantNGR 21-002-316.
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associated Type III bursts it was assumed that the first phase 
was necessary for the generation of shocks and the subsequent 
second phase acceleration. We find that there is a good correla
tion between high energy proton events and Type II and Type IV 
bursts but note that some events are not preceded by Type III 
bursts. Proton events with weak impulsive phases have been 
discussed before [12]. We believe that the relationship between 
the two phases is the following: A shock can form as a 
consequence of the initial impulsive energy release in energetic 
solar events. At essentially the same time beams of high energy 
particles can be created but the probability is greatest low in 
the corona. When the coronal shock strengthens (relatively high 
in the corona) it can accelerate high energy particles which 
escape to the interplanetary medium. In this scenario there is no 
relationship between the intensity of the first phase and that of 
the second. However in very 'big' flares both phases will be 
strong. 

4. Conclusions. OUr results suggest that energy releases that 
take place high in the corona are most likely to be associated 
with a CME and the particles observed in space may include 
substantial fluxes of both electrons and protons. Energy releases 
in the low corona occur rapidly and are most likely to produce 
fluxes, of particles that in the interplanetary medium. are 
deficient in protons. 
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